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At its meeting of 28 February 1985, the Political AHairs Committee decided, 
referring to paragraph 2.3.7 of the Solemn Declaration on European Union and 
the resolution adopted by the European P,1rliament on 18 February 1982 on the 
basis 6f a report by Mr Blumenfeld (Doc. 1-685/81) on the role of the European 
Parliament in the negotiation and ratifi,ation of treaties of accession and of 
other treaties and agreements between thP European Community and third 
countries1, to draw up a report on the enlargement of the Community to 
include Portugal and Spain, divided into two parts - Part 1 containing the 
resolution on the consultation of the European Parliament and Part II serving 
as a basis for the debate on the accession treaties. At the same meeting the 
committee appointed Mr Hansch rapporteur. 

On 16 April 1985, the Council requested the European Parliament to deliver an 
opinion on the progress of the accession negotiations with Spain and Portugal. 

At its meeting of 16 April 1985, the Working Party on the Application of the 
Treaties and Interinstitutional Relation~ considered the draft report 
containing Part I and forwarded it for f~nal consideration to the Political 
Affairs Committee. At its meeting of 17 April 1985, the committee considered 
the draft report containing Part I. The motion for a resolution as a whole 
was adopted unopposed with one abstentior,. 

The draft report containing Part II, which will be accompanied by the opinions 
of other parliamentary committees, will be considered at a Later date in time 
for submission to Parliament during the ~eptember part-session. 

The following took part in the vote: Mr Formigoni, chairman; Mr Hansch, 
vice-chairman and rapporteur; Lord Oouro, vice-chairman; Mr Blumenfeld, 
Mrs Charzat, Lady Elles, Mr Habsburg, Mr Lomas, Mr Newens, Mr Pelikan 
(deputizing for Mr Amadei), Mr Prag, Mr Romualdi (deputizing for Mr Le Pen), 
Mr Segre and Sir Peter Vanneck. 

The report was tabled on 18 April 1985 

The deadline for tabling amendments to tris report will be indicated in the 
draft agenda for the part-session at which it will be debated. 

1 OJ No. C 66, 15.3.1982, pp. 68 et seq • 
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A 

The Political Affairs Committee hereby submits to the European Parliament 
the following motion for a resolution together with explanatory statement : 

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 

on the conclusion of the negotiations with Spain and Portugal 

The European Parliament, 

- having regard to the aide-memoire from the Council of 16 April 1985 on the 
conclusion of the accession negotiations with Spain and Portugal, 

- having been consulted by the Council pursuant to ~oint 2.3.7 of the Solemn 
Declaration on European Union signed in Stuttgart (Doc. C 2-14/85), 

having regard to the various resolutions on enlargement adopted by the 
European Parliament and in particular the resolutions of 18 January 1979, 
17 November 1982, 17 January 1985 and '14 February 19852, 

- having regard to the report of the Political Affairs Committee 
(Doc. A 2-20/85), 

A. satisfied that the enlargement of tht· Community is in keeping with its 
original mandate to be open to all d~mocratic European States which stand 
by peace and freedom and to create an ever-closer union between the 
peoples of Europe, 

B. recognizing the great importance of enlargement both for the future of the 
Community and for that of Portugal and Spain, 

C. convinced that, as the directly elected representative of the peoples of 
the States united in the Community, 1t is legally entitled and politically 
obliged to deliver an opinion on dec 0 sions concerning the applications for 
accession, on behalf of the citizens of that Community, 

D. whereas it had wished to be consulteu on the institutional questions 
directly affecting the European Parl,ament at an earlier stage, at which 
it could still have inf Luenced the Community's final negotiating stance, 

E. whereas this opinion relates only to the Council's decision concerning 
enlargement and does not anticipate Parliament's resolution on the 
ratification of the accession treatiPs negotiated by the contracting 
parties, 

1The Solemn Declaration on European Union signed by the Heads of State or 
Government of the Member States of the l:uropean Communities at the European 
Council meeting in Stuttgart of 19 June 1983, EC Bulletin No. 6/1983, p. 24 
et seq. 

2oJ No. c 39, 12.2.1979, p. 47 
OJ No. C 334, 20.12.1982, p. 54 
OJ No. C 46, 18.2.1985, p.78 
OJ No. C 72, 18.3.1985, p. 71 
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I. Conclusion of the negotiations 

1. welcomes the conclusion of the negotiations on the accession of Portugal 
and Spain; 

2. Appreciates the efforts made by all those involved to reach agreement, 
despite some divergent interests on individual issues; 

3. Hopes that the accessions will work to the advantage of the new Member 
States and their citizens and strengthen the Community internally and 
externally; 

4. Expects the Community to fulfil the commitment it has given to the 
Mediterranean third countries and to cement relations with them through 
practical measures, placing these relations on a new and mutually 
satisfactory basis, in accordance wi eh the guidelines submitted b>" the 
Commission on the Mediterranean policy of the enlarged Community; 

II. Institutional agreements : 

5. Declares its approval, with one exceotion, of the agreements concerning 
the organs and institutions of the Community; 

6. Approves in particular the following agreements regarding the three 
political institutions 

- that Portugal will send 24 and Spain 60 representatives to the European 
Parliament; 

- that Portugal will appoint 1 Member and Spain 2 Members of the 
Commission; 

- that for Council decisions requiring a qualified majority: 

• the votes of the acceding countries will be weighted as follows: 
Portugal 5; Spain 8; 

• the number of votes necessary fer a qualified majority will be 54 
where the Treaty requires tre decisions to be adopted on a proposal 
from the Commission; 

this number will be 54, cast by at least 8 Member States, in all other 
cases; 

,:.,np rid ·s r .:~ .cs- tt;m,, ,;reat importance it attaches t!'~ :~:ii;iai ~ ,!1llt '1 Hg rr'r1aj1:!",<1 i :-, 
elections to the European P:irliamem for all the citizens of the Community 
and calls on the Council to request the acceding States as a matter of 
urgency to carry out the first direct elections to the European Partiament 
in their country where possible within one year of accession and at the 
latest to coincide with the first following national elections; 

III. OPINION FOLLOWING CONSULTATION BY THE COUNCIL 

8. Welcomes the fact that the Council has accepted the Portuguese and Spanish 
applications for accession; 
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9. Calls on the contracting States to sign the Treaties of Accession and 
thereby set in train the process of ratification without delay, so that 
the scheduled date for accession of 1 January 1986 can be observed; 

10. Reserves the right to adopt a resolution on the ratification of the 
Treaties of Accession after the treaties have been signed and in the Light 
of the texts thereof; 

11. Calls on the parliaments of the contracting States to refer to the 
European Parliament's resolution on ratification in their ratifying 
legislation; 

12. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the governments and 
parliaments of the contracting States, the Council and Commission. 
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B. EXPLANATOl<Y STP,: EMEN~· 

I. On the procedure to be followed by Pa~!!!_~ 

1. The fact that the Council has consulted Parliament on the conclusion o, 
the accession negotiations is both new and unique. It would seem worthwhile, 
therefore, to begin with a word abo~t the legal and polit~cal implications of 
this step, in order to explain the proceJ~re which ParL1ament has resolved to 
follow1 The admission of new members affects the essential character of 
the Community. Parliament must play an appropriate part in the decisions on 
enlargement, commensurate with its enhanced legitimacy following direct 
elections. This consultation of Parliament crowns its years of efforts to 
strengthen its influence on the Communitt decision-making process2. 

2. However, the concession wrung from tne national governments in point 2.3.7 
of the Stuttgart Declaration of 19 June 1983P namely that Parliament's opinion 
should be sought before the accession of a new Member State to the European 
Community, can be no more than an interin solution: it means only that 
Parliament is involved in the first phas~ of the conclusion of the accession 
procedure. Parliament is excluded - as 3re the other Community institutions -
from involvement in the decision in the second phase. This is especially 
difficult tor Parliament to accept since it has received a European mandate 
from the supreme power in the Member States, namely the citizens of the 
Community, to participate in seeking solJtions to all Community problems. By 
virtue of this mandate it is a competent democratic body which should be 
involved in the decision on the ratifica:ion of the treaties of accession. 
This is especially true given that natio1al parliaments have relinquished 
their responsibilities in decisive areas without these responsibilities having 
been transferred to the European Parliament. It is the European Parliament -
not the national parliaments - which is 0ne arm ot the budgetary authority, 
having the power to decide on the financial implications of enlargement. It 
is the European Parliament - not the national parliaments - whose composition 
and method of work is directly affected by the institutional adjustments to 
the Treaties which are part of the ~ccession agreements. The urgently needed 
reform of the Treaties of Rome must ulti~ately place responsibility for the 
negotiation and conclusion of accession treaties in the hands of the Community 
institutions and confer on the European ~arliament, in addition to the 
national parliaments, tne r~ght to parti,:ipate in the ratification decision. 

1Formigoni resolution of 17 January 1985, OJ No. C 

2eLumenfeld resolution of 18 February 19~2, OJ No. C 66, 15.3.1982, p. 68; 
and Hansch resolution of 9 July 1981, OJ No. C 234, 14.9.1981, p. 52 
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Until this is the case, Parliament can do no more than make the best of 
the limited scope for involvement allowed by the existing Treaties and the 
Solemn Declaration of Stuttgart. In so doing it is bound to comply with the 
two-stage procedure Laid down in Articl~ 237 of the EEC Treaty and Article 205 
of the EAEC Treaty. In accordance with its resolution of 17 January 1985 it 
intends to deliver an opinion on the co~clusion of the enlargement of the 
Community in two stages: 

3. First, after being consulted by the Council on the conclusion of the 
negotiations: this aspect is covered in Section I of this report on the 
conclusion of negotiations with Portugal and Spain. Parliament did in fact 
interpret the Stuttgart Declaration as involving consultation in the normal 
sense of the word. Accordingly the Council would have had to obtain 
Parliament's opinion in such a way as to ensure that it was at hand - together 
with the Commission's opinion required by the Treaties - when the Council 
decided to act, under Article 237, first paragraph of the EEC Treaty. 
However, it has proved unwilling to do so. In view of the particular 
pressure of time and the various politic3l constraints under which the 
negotiations were concluded Parliament should accept the position on this 
occasion. As a regult Parliament retains the notion to deliver an opinion on 
the Community's decision on enlargement oefore the accession agreements are 
signed, instead of doing so before completion of the negotiating phase as has 
happened in previous enlargement procedures. 

4. Secondly, on its own initiative by a decision on the ratification of the 
accession agreements between the Member States and the applicant States on the 
conditions of admission and the adjustments to the Treaty necessitated thereby 
(second paragraph of Article 237 of the [EC Treaty and of Article 205 of the 
EAEC Treaty). 

5. Although in terms of their content these two decisions belong together, 
they are nevertheless based on two quite distinct Legal acts. Parliament's 
vote in the first stage on the Council dPcision does not anticipate its vote 
in the second stage on the ratification of the accession agreements, the only 
exception being the institutional agreements. 

This is an expedient, to enable Parliament to deliver an opinion before 
the negotiating phase is concluded, on an issue which Parliament has in fact 
always sought, by virtue of its special rights, to be consulted in the normal 
way at a stage where by delivering its opinion it could have influenced the 
Community's negotiating position. 

6. It is one of the inconsistencies and one of the provisions which has been 
made obsolete by the constitutional development of the Community, that the 
Member States are allowed, as part of the process of enlargement, to amend the 
number of Members of Parliament and the system for appointing new Members, 
although the Act of 1976 on direct elections, which sets out the principles 
governing such matters, confers on Parliament a right of initiative with 
regard to the uniform electoral procedure (Article 7 of the Act) and both a 
right of initiative and a right to participate in conciliation with respect to 
the implementation of the Act (Article 13). Beyond that, Parliament has 
always maintained the view that, as a gen2ral rule, its opinion should be 
sought on all amendments to the instituti·lnal provisions of the Treaties, 
especially the weighting of votes in the ~ouncil under Article 148(2) of the 
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EEC Treaty, prior to tne concl1js\:;n cf ::ii<: neL,ticii7'.:iun.s .. s,:,,1:e it al.ready 
has such a rigfit "1n" .. connection wl,.h ,~U~O('J.11'1('>!~...; 2:11,0 <meP~S to tl·t1;'! Treaty by tlie 
community under Artide 236 o-:' thti EEC I , ind :<';1Y,:lr;ents to the Treat)!' 
necessitated by enlargement ar:> meret.'f ,_. s:~.1ec; f:< :1st;;,;1,~c• r..,f the above. 

7. Parliament was unable to g,dr: <lC(:ep'i.ance i'c,c tr,:::, ·intr~rpretat·ion of thE: 
law. Nevertheless., it sl1c1uld use the ri,f~t tn be con,st.d ted conferred on it by 
the Stuttgart Decl.aration as cl'l oppor·c-unit/ to :jeln,<,r i.:ln opinion on the full 
content of the instit~tional aspects ot t~e occession treaties, which have a 
bearing on its own work, befol'e ":he/ Mc :::igned. The Jutcome of the 
negotiations with regard to the f~rsf electionf of new Portuguese and Spanish 
Members, ·is one of the i'easo:,q wn/ his i$ tH'fJt:ntly needed. It is pn:?cisel)l 
on this issue that Parliament should protest firmly at the failure to consult 
it in good time. 

8. Both in its intet·lm repor,: un th,: en ;:;ir9f,m€nt of the Community4 and in 
its proposals for a uniform elector-a! prucf;dure,, on 1,di-ich H resumed 
discussion in the autumn o-r 1984., Pari.iar.ient unamtnguously stressed the major 
·importance it attaches to the irnm~di;1tc direct z-d..E:Cdon of new Members. The 
Count il and national. gove rnrnent s ... de sp .; , (~ the; r :- i rig ·i ng speeches in wh c h 
they continually call for the strengthening of the democratic structure of the 
Community -, have total Ly ignored Parl i amcnt on this ·issue. The a·im of 
delivering an opinion prior to the signing., thC:refore,. is to call on the 
Council - late, but perhaps not roo Late, in the day-, to accompany its 
decision in favour of accession by an urgent appeal to the Member States to 
seek a solution 'ir1 agreement wlth Pad 1a,,1ent prior to ratificatfon. 

II. On the institutional a~;reements .. in _t,,e ireat·,i:s of accession 

9. The institutional. prov,lsinns on whid, Parliament has been asked here to 
del,iver an opin·ion are adjustments to the Treaties made necessary by the 
admis,don of ni=w Member' Stntes. It shouid be pointed out once again that the 
stipulation in Article 237(2) of the EEC Treaty that the 1 adjustments 
necessitated t~etc~by' shouLd be 1:h,:~ subject of the accession agreement 
essertially goes beyond the agreement,~ 'lldde t,1ith Portugal and Spain. The 
transformation to a Community of Twelv~ -· twice the number of members of the 
or·irpnal Comrnunit:' - is bourK1 to 11av,2 fa,-,reaching imp~ications. This applies 
in part c~lar to the Community 1 s car~city to take d~c1sions, which, even in 
the Cam~unity of Ten h&s suffered for years as a result of distortion of the 
Treaty rules and cJn 2rosion lYr common pr;l itical wi Ll. 

3elumP.nfeLa re:cort of ·16 '.\JOVf'crt:Ler 1981 (i;oc. 1-685/81) on 'The role of the 
EtirOfJe..l.illl m.11l'tiaQle1tt in tfl<: ne9ot'icatlon and ratif1cz.tion oi lreaties of 
ac~essio~ and of other tre~ties and ay~Eements between t~e European Community 
and t:nirc; countries'., 

Hansch report of 9 .Jui.) ""}irl ZDnc. 1-216/81) on 1 Relations between the 
hi,·,;;1::il:'arl PBrli::.;ment and tlti: Council. of the Community 1 

4paf'a9ra1,h 11} C' i' the Lore' Douro resolLit i,:,r, ot 17 Novernb~:r 1982, 
OJ No. ( 334, l0.12.~~82, p. 50 
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10. In the Light of the experience with the two previous enlargements, the 
third enlargement should have also involved a consolidation process, in other 
words there should have_be!n a thorough o~erhaul o! t~e ~omm~nity ,S 
'machtnery•. The Comm1ss1on drew attention to this ,n ,ts fresco • The 
governments committed a serious error in shirking this important duty yet 
again. Not even the initial steps towards reform undertaken by the 
governments, via the Ad Hoe Committee on Institutional Affairs, are Likely to 
make up for the lost time. The necessary policy decisions ought to have been 
made before the conclusion of the accession negotiations. As it is, this 
enlargement gives no guarantees as to the future decision-making capacity of 
the Community. 

11. The adjustments to the Treaties relating to the composition and working 
methods of the Community institutions must satisfy two basic criteria: 

all Member States must be represented in all bodies; 

the existing balance of forces between the Member States should remain 
unchanged and the criteria applied to new members should be those applied 
in the context of similar decisions in previous years6. 

The agreements reached take account of the above criteria. Parliament 
should therefore agree to them, with the exception of the arrangements for 
direct &lections of the new Members of Parliament. 

12. The Co1U1unity's original proposals with regard to the adjustments 
affecting the Commiss;on and Council, endorsed by Parliament in its resolution 
contained in the interim report7, were accepted by the applicant states. 
Parliament can therefore stand by its earlier vote. The following two 
comments are called for: 

On the membership of the Comm;ssion: Parliament has already called on numerous 
occasions, for a restructuring of the Commission which would strengthen its 
Co11111Unity character and coherence and permit a balanced distribution of 
responsibilities. The addition of two Spanish Me~bers and one Portuguese 
Member. Qf the COtllmission is not Likely to help matters. On the contrary, the 
shortcomiAgs of the existing 14-Member Co11111ission are Likely to be highlighted 
even more· when there are 17 Members. Parliaaent should therefore renew its 
call for .the size of the Commission to be reduced to one Member from each 
Member st:ate. 

On the we,ig-hting of votes in the Council: The provisions governing the 
weighting ·of votes in respect of decisions which must be taken by qualified 
majority (Article 148(2) of the EEC Treaty) and the quorum required for a 
qualified ujo.rity are of key importance. As long as the Council alone has 
the right of. alli!cision, these provisions will determine not only the political 
weight of the< individual Member States, but also the Community's ability to 
take decisions and outline policies. Consequently, the amendment of 
Articl.e. 148 of the EEC Tr-aty is of direct relevance to the future work of 
Parlilitent. 

F . 

Spart 2 of the 'General considerations on the problems of enlargement', 
Co11111Unication of 20 April 1978 from the Co11111ission to the Council in 
supplement 2/78 to the Bulletin of the European COllmunities. 

6se.e footnote 5 
7p~ragraphs 16 and 17 of the resolution of 17 November 1982 
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13. In this context, the agreements will detsrmin8 future d~velopments in 
three particularly important areas: 

Ca) The number of votes required for a q~alified majority (54) means that two 
'big' Member States on their own wi l ,. no Long1H' bi? able, as in the past, 
to form the blocking minority which is important in the budgetary 
procedure (22 votes will be required in future as against 19). This is a 
sound decision for the enlarged Community,. wh·ich otherwise would tend to 
resort even more readily to the expedient of the veto. 

(b) Up to now the four 'big' Member Stat9S were unable to form a qualified 
majority on their own; the same will apply in future to the 'Four' plus 
Spain. Together they would have onl, 48 votes, and 54 are required for a 
qualified majority. This is a means of containing the dominance of the 
'big' Member States and ensures the 1 small 1 Member States an adequate say. 

Cc) The shift in the political balance of forces as a result of the 
enlargement of the Community southwards is unmistakably reflected in the 
majority configurations in the Council: for the first time the 'southern' 
Member States of the Community (Ital1, Greece, Portugal and Spain) have a 
blocking minority in the Council (22 votes), even if Greece or Portugal do 
not vote with them. The 'southern' Member States of the existing 
Community (Italy and Greece) currently have only 15 votes, which are not 
enough to form a blocking minority (this requires 19 votes). The future 
situation as regards the qualified majority for decisions which the 
Treaties allow to be taken without a proposal from the Commission is 
different: in such cases, the majority of 54 votes must be formed by at 
least eight Member States (compared to six previously) the votes of the 
'southern' Member States on their ow~ will not be sufficient. In these 
cases, therefore, the existing balance of power between North and South in 
the Community is maintained. In the other cases, which are the more 
common, it is the Commission which h3s a heavy political responsibility: 
it will have to take good care, in exercising its right to submit 
proposals, to ensure that its propos3ls are seen to take full account of 
the joint interests of both North ani South, i.e. the Community interest, 
in order to prevent delays and mista<es in the decision-making process. 

14. The provisions which have a direct b~aring on Parliament - i.e. the number 
of new Members and the date of the first direct elections - were among the 
controversial issues in the negotiations and the agreement ultimately reached 
differed from the original proposals on ~hich Parliament had expressed an 
opinion. The fact that Parliament's opi ,ion on these very issues was not 
sought before the Community 1 s position W3S redefined in the course of the 
negotiations has already been criticized. 

Parliament can approve the result of the negotiations with regard to the 
number of new Members. In its resolution contained in the interim report on 
enlargement, Parliament endorsed the original proposals, giving Spain 58 
seats and Portugal 24 seats. These figures were determined on the basis of 
the same criteria as those used for the allocation of seats in the Act of 1976 
concerning direct elections. They are based primarily on respective population 

8paragraph 15 of the resolution of 17 November 1982, OJ No. C 334 of 
20.12.1982, p. 50 
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si?e,. ~.,:.,tr~..:t·cc't\ c:n giv,,· th2- 'smat.L 1 :.;t;;it"S ii,ore th .... n ~:'·G·ii pr0pvd1onat1.~ 
shdr~. to ~nnb~e t~~m to have a po~·tica (y repr~sen~~tive qu0ta an~ t0 bring 
thi:: s~<ilt allocation ~nto L·ine uHh che n,,mber o+ votes ,1Ltcr:ated to tf,,~ Membe" 
State':. in the Council under A :. 1de 1 ·~8 ·A tht' :::.tC Tn:>aty. 

Th.:: t·igures.,. ta tcuLated on me b.Jsh of tn<" 1976 ,:ens;.is., ;cere as fotlo.1s: 
Portugal,,, wh'\ch n:1:, 9.7 mi l.l·i,:m irihaoit.11,ts, ;Ja::; pi.d;:ed o:, a par ,dth rile 
r,1>::dium-s:zcd i!lid~1ber Stat~:;, Bei.g,um and :;reecE,, cdhi.;1 ,:av~, ,-:.:; s~c.it~,; ;;, rn,. 
which ha:;; 36"2 1n1Uion inhabitan:s, occu,>~eJ :i ddu~ nositlon bet:.:e'S'n ';1:~ 

s1roup and tr,e 'big' Me,,1lier States wh~cti l,ave ~y,: S\:cat~;.' f1iu5,. : he r::it·io in 
?arl.iamri1t.,. tJ;,i:.,,ed on the voting rdtio hi the C;')u,·1c1L (~;: 3: 1'J), was 
determined as follows: z,. <Belqium., Gre,~~e,,. Portu'Jal); 5a (Spa~n): 81 (~he 
four 1 bi9! Mcaber States). 

Neither Spain nor Portugal was 1n agree~ent ~.th tnc~e proposals. Soa,~ 
uanted 65 seats and Portugal 25 seats. 

Spa·in cast doubt cm both the basis o the cen::;us and tne method of 
ca:.,,,1iat~on 1 ... ;:;eda Indeed, more recer:t s1at·;sc;cc: s,.irve1·::. show t!vn the 
population grcwth rate ir. Spain i':i mor<;: ~,yn.:,r.-ic 1.:1,,n in ti·1e oth'.':r Member 
States with which i~ ~,as com;..,:.'lrcc,. I\Lc01·d1,1B to the 198'1 fi,,,Jure.s its 
population grE:!,I by 1.5 millio1; ::;ompc:ted n.:, 19?r\, 1,;i,,';:e t!',-': population of 
Belgium remained static and that of Greece ir.crec.s2cl :)y or.Lf 0.5 miLLhm. 
Se~ondly, the Spanish delegation pointed out that th~ weighting ratio in the 
CouncH should not be applied cH .. :tomdtical Ly t:o the number of seats in 
Parlia111E:nt,. becf.lLiSe this had not even be1:n dor:e ir, the case of the original 
Member States. That i~ quite correct: aithough tne Netherlands has five votes 
in :Le Cow1c;l, as do Belgium and Greece,. it has one seat more in Parliament, 
namely ... , 

15. The compromise hgu: e ,:f 60 Members <19reed with S;,arn 3E'ems appropriate. 
It rerlects more accuratei.y tne relative pop,ili.:1tion size even in the medium 
term, and avoids excessive d~stortion in the ratio of the nuwber of electors 
to Members. 

rhe Commission 1 s or'igirial proposal. for Portug,;Jl w,35, rightly, maintained. 
Portugal clearly belongs to the group of medium-sized states, (Portugal : 9.7 
million; Belgium: 9.8 million; Greece: 9.2 million inhabitants). There is a 
clear gap between it and the Netherlands (13.8 million), which heis only one 
more seat. Consequently Portugal's case for an additional seat is not valid. 

Portugal pointed out that, under Portuguese electoral Law, four seats in 
the National Assembly alw~ys had to be at located to representatives of 
Portuguese nationals l'iving abroad, two of them specifically for the Member 
States «.iif the Community. However, this r·ule cannot be allowed to influence 
the overall number of Members Portugal is allowed to send to the European 
Parliament. This number can be determintd only by comparison with the number 
of seats in the other Member States. Moreover, the Portuguese population 
figures include those Portuguese Living cibroad in the European Community. If 
Portugal wishes to apply to the European elections the rules applicable to 
its national elections, it is free to dr~w up its constituencies in a way 
which enables Portuguese nationals Livinr abroad to vote for and be 
specifically represented by a Member or Members of the European Parliament. 
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Council, where the Community's power of det1sion is v0sted, and in the 
tendency to undermine the division of rPsponsibi Uti~s ai,o'"'.g the 
institutions as Laid down by the Tre.ati<!S. If th:: enl.arged Community now 
has to find compromises acceptabte to twelve Membr.::r States rather than 
ten, if it is to retain or regain its -.hility to act, trien there is no 
other option but to reform tne decisfon··making processes and the divisior. 
of responsibilities among the institutions. Without such reform, the new 
Member States, whose good will is today sti!.t intact, will soon be 
following (or be obliged to follow) the ba~ example of the old ones. It 
will be even more difficult to reach decisions than has hitherto been the 
case. Paralysis would be pre-programmed. The Community would quickly be 
reduced to a mere free trade area bereft of potitical authority. It must 
therefore continue, swiftly and decisivel)', along the road marked oLtt by 
the Committee on Institutional Affairs. Spain ana Portugal should be 
invited to participate in the governmema!. conference that is to be 
convened im111ediately after the Mi Lan Eut'Opean Council in June 1985. 

c. With the accession of Spain and Portugal, the economic hub of the 
Community may be, and the political and nsychological hub certainly will 
be, shifted southwards. This is not necessarily a bad thing, either for 
the Community or for the Member States, which, in this - non-economic -
connection will become more strongly or· ented towards t , periphery: the 
accessions may increase the Community's sensitivity to developments in 
other parts of the world, above all the Mediterranear. area and Latin 
America, which could play a decisive role in Europe's future. However, 
the Comunity will have to take care tha1 its political and economic 
centres of gravity do not drift too far apart. 

D. Spain's accession to the Community is acimitted ly neither a guarantee nor a 
precondition for its remaining in NATO. Yet if its application had been 
rejected by the Community, Spain would ,1Lmost certainly have left NATO. 
Now that Spain and Portugal are to join the Community, all the European 
members of the western alliance (with He exception of Norway) will also 
be Member States of the Community. Thi~ makes it a necessity, and also 
provides an opportunity, for Europe to nake 'its voice in the western 
alliance heard more clearly and emphatically than hitherto. EPC will 
accordingly need to be both improved and intensified. 

E. There is a further reason for doing so, namely that the two new Member 
States will bring with them to the Community a tradition of particularly 
close relations with certain parts of the world where it has long been 
expected that the Community would play~ more active political role. This 
is true of part of the Arab world, and &bove all of Latin America. 
Because of its history, the Iberian Peninsula serves as a bridge to these 
regions. The enlarged Community wi L l ~eve to avert the twofold danger 
that either the new Member States, drawr, by the Community's power of 
attract-ion over them, will neglect their traditional. ties and commitments, 
or else that their traditional relation~ with external elements will be 
pursued in a Community policy for Latin America or the Middle East. 

F. Virtually the ~ntire northern coast of the M&rliterranean will be part of 
the enlarged Community. This means that the Community will have to 
understand and f•..ilfil its strategic t'esr-onsibility for the future 
development of the Mediterranean region as a whole. The enlargement will 
cause economic diftic~lties for a nuMber of states in the Mediterranean 
area. The Community must not sacrifice the historically rooted economic 
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relations with the other Mediterranean countries, especially those of 
North Africa, for the sake of protectionist considerations. Further 
economic destabilization along the southern Mediterranean coast will also 
endanger the political stability of this area and, by extension, the 
security of Europe. The enlargement must therefore be coupled with a new 
definition of the Community's Mediterranean policy, taking into account 
the significance of this area for Europe's future. 

G. The Community needs to be conscious of the high expectations which the 
acceding states are pinning on their membership. If these expectations 
are in a broad measure disappointed, the rejection of European integration 
on the part of the populations concerned will be all the more violent, and 
the Community will soon be paralysed. However, the expectations could 
also be exploited, as an incentive for embarking with spirit and 
determination on the necessary reforms. Spain and Portugal are today 
bringing much good will, they do not regard the Community they are Joining 
as a completed and immutable structure, but as a Community in need of 
further development and consolidation to become more efficient and 
democratic. They wish to play their part in this. It will be important 
to take early advantage of the impetus ~hich the Community is showing on 
the eve of enlargement, before it grind!: to a halt in the routine of the 
old Community of ten. 

23. Spain and Portugal have helped to shape the development of European art 
and religion, science and philosophy. Europe's discovery of and influence on 
other parts of the world started from these two countries. Europe's worldwide 
presence originated there. The course of history isolated them, for a time, 
from economic and political developments in the rest of Europe. 

With Spain's and Portugal's accession to the European Community, two 
European peoples have found their political way back to the Europe to which 
they have, culturally, always belonged. Through them, the Community will 
foster its European identity, which would be incomplete without them. 
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